The study of LFV decays of the Higgs boson, h → i j , has become an active research subject both from the experimental and theoretical points of view. Such decays vanish within the SM and are highly suppressed in several theoretical extensions. Due to its relevance and relative simplicity to reconstruct the signal at future colliders, it is an important tool to probe SM extensions where it could reach detectable levels. Here we identify a mechanism that induces LFV Higgs interactions, by linking it with the appearance of CP violation in the scalar sector, within the context of general multi-Higgs models. We then focus on the simplest model of this type to study its phenomenology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Finding some signal of New Physics (NP) has been majorly expected for long time, specially, after the discovery at the LHC of a Higgs-like particle with mass, m h = 125.09 ± 0.21 (stat.) ± 0.11 (syst.) GeV [1] [2] [3] . But an scenario with no new findings at the the LHC portraits an apocalyptic future, which gets reinforced after current measurements of the spin, parity, and couplings, of the newly found boson, seem consistent with the Standard Model (SM) prediction [4] . However, the existence of a light Higgs boson seems problematic (i.e. the hierarchy problem) and calls for NP. Similarly, the SM has other theoretical open issues, such as the flavor problem, unification, etc. [5, 6] , which also motivate NP models.
Many papers have been devoted to study the pattern of Higgs couplings from the LHC data, for instance [7, 8] .
The couplings of the Higgs particle to a pair of massive gauge bosons or fermions are proportional to the particle mass. However, the LHC has tested only a few of these couplings, i.e. the ones with the heaviest SM fermions and the W and Z bosons, while non-standard Higgs couplings, including the flavor violating (FV) ones, are predicted in many models of physics beyond the SM and they have been tested at the LHC only recently [9] [10] [11] .
The scalar sector is certainly playing a big role within the flavor problem. Already a dimension six operator can easily introduce Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC's),
as λ ij is not simultaneous diagonalized by the same unitary transformations which bring the Yukawa matrices to the mass basis (diagonal form). That is, the initial Yukawa matrices can effectively get new contributions with rather major consequences. And, on the other hand, if we consider multi-Higgs models, the simplest case, that is a second
Higgs doublet, could also immediately bring about the same scenario. Therefore, a huge part of the flavor problem could be arising from the still unknown scalar sector.
In other words, among the sectors of the SM, the one that is equally or even less understood is the Yukawa sector.
As most of the SM arbitrariness (parameters) is precisely emerging from it. In fact, the flavor problem originates from all the phenomenological observed patterns in fermion masses and mixings, which get produced from the Yukawa couplings. In this sense, a thorough understanding of the Yukawa couplings would then mean a big step to the solution of the flavor problem, see for example the following idea [12] [13] [14] .
From a phenomenological point of view, the smallness of neutrino masses allows the consideration of an approximate conservation of lepton flavor numbers. In order to see this, recall that the kinetic part of the SM Lagrangian has an accidental and global flavor symmetry group given by,
which, after consideration of the Yukawa Lagrangian, gets broken to,
This remnant is then associated to the conservation of baryon number (B) and three different lepton numbers (L α , α = e, µ, τ ). It is in this sense that lepton flavor is thus defined. Now, through a different choice of basis we may write the latter in the following manner [15] ,
where we have defined total lepton number as L = L e + L µ + L τ . For several reasons, it is useful to express it in this way as on one hand the first factor, U (1) B−L , is the only conserved part by non-perturbative processes at the quantum level while on the other, a model independent approach can easily lead by this construction to identify which lepton-flavor-violating processes are required to establish that the entire flavor group is broken [15] . We already know that the addition of neutrino masses breaks lepton number (L α ), however, their smallness allows the consideration that the left symmetry group is an excellent approximate symmetry for charged leptons. Therefore, the observation of charged lepton-flavor-violating transitions would imply physics beyond the SM [15] .
Several ideas have been proposed to address the flavor problem [16] , for instance: textures [17] [18] [19] , GUT-inspired relations [20, 21] , flavor symmetries [22, 23] , hierarchical mass ratios [24, 25] , multi-Higgs doublet models [26] , and radiative generation of fermion masses [27] [28] [29] [30] . The flavor symmetry approach can be supplemented with the FroggattNielsen (FN) mechanism [31] , which assumes that above some scale M F such symmetry forbids the appearance of the Yukawa couplings; here, the SM fermions are charged under this symmetry (which could be of the Abelian type U (1) F ). Nonetheless, the Yukawa matrices can arise through non-renormalizable operators. The Higgs spectrum of these models could include light flavons, which could then mix with the Higgs boson, see for example [32] .
In these models, the diagonal Flavor Conserving (FC) couplings of the light SM-like Higgs boson could deviate from the SM, while FV couplings could be induced at small rates too [32] , but still at rates that could produce detectable signals. On the other hand, extending the Higgs sector of the SM, offers the possibility to include an Scalar Dark supplement this model with a complex singlet, for instance to have extra sources of CP violation, as in the Inert Dark
Matter model with a complex Singlet (IDMS) studied recently [33] .
An interesting probe of FV Higgs couplings is provided by the decay h → τ µ, which was initially studied in refs. [34, 35] . Such decay vanish within he SM and is suppressed in some extensions, however, their relevance motivates looking for extensions where it could be detectable. Subsequent studies on detectability of the signal appeared soon after [36] [37] [38] . Precise loop calculations with massive neutrinos, SUSY, and other models appeared in [11, [39] [40] [41] . The recent search for this decay at the LHC [42] , has resulted in a bound for the corresponding branching ratio of order Br(h → τ µ) < 1.51 × 10 −2 at 95% C.L.. Furthermore, given that the best fit to the data gave Br(h → τ µ) = 0.84
−0.37 × 10 −2 (recent results from the LHC has reduced this value to 0.55
many more papers appeared afterwards, trying to explain this result [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Nevertheless, the search for this lepton flavor violation (LFV) Higgs decay could be one great opportunity to find new physics at the LHC Run II.
In this paper, we study LFV Higgs decays and identify a mechanism that induces LFV Higgs interactions for the 
II. LFV AND CPV IN A N -HIGGS DOUBLET MODEL WITH ONE FN SINGLET
We shall discuss the proposed scenario, within the context of a model made out of N -Higgs doublets plus one complex singlet charged under a FN symmetry. We want to show that this study is, in fact, quite straightforward.
Let us see this.
On one hand, we know that the analysis of the vacuum structure, which started with the work of [51] , may always be brought, by a smart choice of basis, to the equivalent case of either three or two Higgs doublets [52] . This reduction means that if at tree level one has a normal minimum, in the former case, it cannot always be below any charge breaking stationary point, thus allowing violation of electric charge; whereas in the case of reaching an equivalent two
Higgs doublet scenario, the normal minimum can always be found to lay below any other stationary point therefore leaving U (1) EM invariant [53, 54] . Furthermore, the reduction of N scalars to the study of three can still be cured and violation of electric charge can still be avoided by satisfying the following sufficient condition. Basically, this condition requests that the parameters of the potential are such that after arriving to the so called B-basis the normal vacuum structure mimics that of a two Higgs doublet model [53] .
On the other hand, the steps leading from the initial effective Yukawa Lagrangian to its form in the mass basis for both fermion and scalar fields are straightforward. In the following, we show this calculation.
Let us consider an N -Higgs doublet model plus a FN field. The effective Yukawa Lagrangian takes the form,
where i, j = 1, 2, 3, f = u, d, e, and a = 1, 2, . . . , N . Two immediate possibilities arise: not a single Higgs doublet is being shared by more than one fermion type with a given electric charge (u,d, e) or at least one Higgs doublet is being shared by more than one fermion type with a given electric charge. If a FN field was not included then the former scenario would mean natural flavor conservation while the latter leads to flavor violation. Nevertheless, as we have included a singlet flavon scalar field flavor violation will be induced irrespective of the number of Higgs fields being shared among the different fermion types. Therefore, we will not focus here on this theoretical aspect which is then basically translated into what type of scalar doublet model we are building (which Higgs fields couple to which fermion fields) as in any case flavor is violated.
The next step is a generic one. We write the flavon as,
and make the linear expansion,
where we have denoted u = we iξ . Then we expand the Yukawa Lagrangian,
where we have identified Y f,a
The neutral component of the Higgs fields can be written in terms of their vev,
Now, after the substitution of the vevs we obtain,
where
ij , and we have assumed the unitary gauge G z → 0, and keep only the imaginary component of the scalar singlet.
We may now bring the fermion fields to the mass basis, implying by it,
where the tilde matrices are in general not diagonal. From this picture it becomes very apparent the existence of two sources of flavor violation: the one coming from M f,a and only related to the fact of having multiple Higgs doublets and Z f,a which effectively entails the emergent interactions coming from the FN field.
Further reduction may be achieved by assuming that the matrix parametrizing the interactions with the FN field is Hermitian, Z f,a † = Z f,a . Obtaining only for that term,
Finally, we must bring the scalar fields to their mass basis by means of the following orthogonal transformation, In the Higgs mass basis,
Thus, to study an specific case we consider that the most relevant mixing occurs between φ
where we have denoted by h ≡ h b the lightest state and corresponding to the SM-like Higgs, r a s = v a /( √ 2w) and where we have taken the limit w v a .
III. THE MINIMAL MODEL WITH LFV HIGGS INTERACTIONS AND CPV: SM HIGGS PLUS ONE FN SINGLET
Thus, in order to perform our phenomenological study, it is enough to take the simplest picture for the scalar sector, The scalar fields are then written as follows,
where v denotes the SM vev, while u = we iξ denotes the complex vev of the FN singlet. As we said earlier, the neutral component of the doublet mixes with the imaginary component of the FN singlet. For that, we shall also use u 1 = w cos ξ and u 2 = w sin ξ for the real and imaginary components of the FN singlet vev, respectively.
A. The Higgs potential
The Higgs potential now involves two new parts besides the SM one,
where,
+λ s2 (S * 4
w denotes a dimensional mass scale that allows to write the trilinear terms in terms of such scale and dimensionless coefficientsλ si . The parameters m 2 1,s1,s2 , λ s,s1,s2,11,12 andλ sa,sb,sc are all real. Thus, the Higgs potential in Eq. (18) depends on eleven real parameters, a total of twelve degrees of freedom, but how many are physical? To find this out let us first study the minimization conditions.
The minimization conditions read,
with λ
We now consider the mixture between the neutral component of the Higgs field with the other two degrees of freedom of the complex singlet. The mass matrix in this basis (φ 0 , s 1 , p 1 ), has as eigenvalues the neutral Higgs masses. This matrix, a 3 × 3 symmetric one, is here denoted as M 2 s . A simplification can be achieved by using the minimization conditions (19) ; as a consequence the entries of this matrix are then given as,
Notice that there is mixing between the real and imaginary components of the scalar fields, which in principle point to the appearance of CP violation in the scalar sector.
The symmetric matrix M 2 s is diagonalized by the orthogonal matrix O,
and
Obtaining after substitution,
B. Analysis of the Higgs masses and mixing
For the sake of simplification, let us consider the particular case,
which could be motivated by the use of some symmetrical argument but that we do not explore here.
Then, the scalar mass matrix takes the form,
From Eq. (21) Through a scanning of the space of parameters we see that when,
then, we shall consider the following spectrum,
Then, one can take: λ 1 = 0.125, as in the SM, which is a good approximation. For the mixing we shall consider that 0 ≤ α 2 ≤ π, while: For the CPV phase ξ we shall take,
and fixing v = 246 GeV, we shall use the ratio:
with 0.5 ≤ w ≤ 10 TeV.
In Fig. 1 , we show the mass spectra for the three neutral scalar states. There we have assumed w = 0.5 TeV.
The behavior shown around the CPV phase value, ξ = π/2, describes the situation when the mass matrix elements diverge. Due to this we have restrained ourselves to the region, 0 ≤ ξ < π/2.
IV. THE FN MECHANISM AND THE YUKAWA MATRICES
Not only we are extending in a simple way the field content of the SM but we are also incorporating the so called FN mechanism [31] , by which we are considering a theory with a mechanism to produce hierarchical Yukawa couplings (which is later translated into hierarchical fermion masses). Our approach in this paper consists in exploiting the general features FN models have. The following calculations are shared in general by all those models having a single flavon field. Furthermore, in the second part of this section, we also consider a general property Yukawa couplings have and we show how it is enough to study the coupling between the tau and the SM-like Higgs field.
As we are considering spontaneous CP violation coming from the flavon field, we have assigned it a complex vev,
It turns out that the angle ξ, mixes the scalar and pseudoscalar CP states of the Higgs and flavon fields. In fact, it has been already called the scalar-pseudoscalar Higgs mixing angle. Now, the general Yukawa Lagrangian (Eq. (14)) becomes for this simplest model, the following,
where 
where P L = E, P R = e, and P L(R) = Coming back to the Lagrangian. In the limit w v we are left with,
where we have denoted r s ≡ v w √ 2 . Now, we introduce the following mass eigenstates, h j , from the scalar sector,
We are then allowed to substitute them and obtain
1 At this point, we have partially lost the proposed generality of using FN model features by winning an easiness in our calculations. Notice that to achieve such an Hermitian structure one could think on models which have a symmetrical position of their powers along the off-diagonal elements, that is, κ ij = κ ji (i = j).
To study an specific case we consider that the most relevant mixing occurs between φ 0 and p 1 , then,
Afterwards, it is easy to see that,
where we have denoted by h ≡ h 1 the lightest state and corresponding to the SM-like Higgs.
After moving the lepton fields to the mass basis we get, after some reordering, 
While the FV ones,
with,
B. The two-family approximation
Now, in order to continue we need to know or at least have a fair estimation of the 2 − 3 sector in Z . For that, we do the following. Before deciding on any particular model, let us see how much we can gain by just studying shared features inside most leptonic FN models. For example, generically speaking, in these models the ratio between the µ − τ sector Yukawa couplings is approximately given as [55] [56] [57] ,
while the next one changes from model to model,
with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and for last, the Cheng-Sher ansatz gives a good limit for the off-diagonal elements, which in general are not symmetrical, and should fulfill the inequality [58] ,
This ansatz is justified by considering that in order to produce hierarchical masses (m τ m µ ) one needs to constrain the off-diagonal entries to be sufficiently small compared to the τ τ matrix element.
So we see how we can already suggest, by the previous arguments, the 2 × 2 matrix,
In fact, we do not need to know Y 32 . As the matrix which is diagonalized is the left Hermitian product,
where for this approximation could be enough to consider that |Y 32 /Y 33 | ∼ λ. Now, bear in mind that all of this is being done inside the limit where m e → 0, as the electron mass can be safely neglected. The importance of these approximations is that we can actually express the angle, which helps to diagonalize the 2-3 submatrix, in terms of the mass ratio,
It is a straightforward calculation to show that,
and also, we can identify [59] ,
providing by this a Cabibbo-like value for the lepton sector, λ ≈ 0.24.
After all this digression, we can now compute what range of values the matrix element Z 33 should have. The 2 × 2 submatrix has acquired the form,
where Hermiticity implied taking the particular scenario where Y 32 = (j + 2)λ 2 Y 33 and j represents the power of λ in
Finally, in the mass basis, we obtain,
where we have only considered the two most common cases and from which it is interesting to note that for the Gatto-Sartori-Tonin-like relation the couplings are less suppressed, for more details about this relation see [60] and for a more recent study [13] .
V. HIGGS CONSTRAINTS AND LFV HIGGS DECAYS A. Higgs decays
Calculating the Higgs decays widths is one of the first steps in order to study the Higgs phenomenology. As the lightest scalar state of our model will be identified with the 125 GeV Higgs boson observed at the LHC, modulo the uncertainties, only certain decay modes will be relevant.
Within our model there are three scalar mass eigenstates arising from the mixing of real and imaginary components of the doublet and singlet which signal the CP violation. The FC/FV couplings with fermions will be of the form,
Thus, the decay into FC modes are given by,
while the FV ones,
Notice that the FC modes are sensitive to the CPV phase, ξ, due to the interference of the scalar SM-like coupling (∝ m i ) with the flavon-like coupling (∝ Z f ij ).
Next, we have the three-body decays h → W W * and h → ZZ * , which can be written as,
where Γ(φ SM → V V * ) denotes the decay width of the SM Higgs.
B. LHC Higgs constraints
Recent data on Higgs physics coming from the ongoing experiments at the LHC can be employed to derive bounds on the Higgs couplings, which deviate from the SM in our models. Following ref. [8] , one has bounds on the parameters In the mass basis, for both the fermions and scalar fields, couplings between the charged fermions and the SM Higgs field are of the type, a + ibγ 5 . Thus the analysis of ref. [8] is not completely valid for our model. However, we shall focus on the CP-even observables, which are proportional to (a 2 + b 2 ). These include the analysis of the couplings hbb, hτ τ and we can also use results of ref. [8] for the couplings of hW W and hZZ, while the cases hγγ and hgg couplings get more complicated. The htt coupling deserves also a separate treatment, as it is derived indirectly from the gluon fusion loop coupling. Thus we shall assume that the bounds on the couplings hbb, hτ τ , hW W , and hZZ are still valid, provided that |η| = √ a 2 + b 2 for the fermionic couplings, where i = 1, 2, 3 and f = u, d, e. Likewise, from the latter we may easily find X ≡ |η X | − 1 with X being the fermion field, (f, i). For last, couplings between the gauge bosons and the SM Higgs field are changed to,
In Fig. 2 , we show the deviation coupling τ as a function of the angle α 2 for three different cases, w = (0.5, 1.0, 5.0)
TeV. We shall only obtain specific points in parameter space which satisfy the LHC bounds. These points will then be used in our analysis of LFV Higgs decays. On the other hand, in the same figure, Fig. 2 , we show the behavior of Z and W as function of α 2 irrespective of w.
One specific region, in agreement with all data, is: α 2 < 0.4. (1 + X ). Here they are shown the small deviations, τ , Z , and W to the tau lepton, the Z boson, and the W boson, respectively, as function of α2. The horizontal lines are the experimental limits on each factor, τ = 0.00 ± 0.18, Z = −0.01 ± 0.13, and W = −0.15 ± 0.14 [8] . Only in the tau coupling exist a dependence to w, thus, the continuous (blue) line, large dashing (orange) line, and small dashing (green) line correspond to w = (0.5, 1.0, 5.0) TeV cases, respectively. Now, let us explore the fermion couplings in both the FC and FV scenarios, η µ and η τ and η µτ , respectively. In Fig. 3 , we show the magnitude of the couplings µµ, τ τ , and µτ to the Higgs field.
C. LFV constraints from low-energy
When the small masses of neutrinos are included in the SM, charged lepton decays producing LFV are allowed starting the one loop level. Moreover, due to the smallness of neutrino masses compared to the mass of the charged weak bosons the probability of occurrence for these processes is, in fact, extremely small [61] ,
far below the present and foreseeable future resolution of experiments. In this sense, any finding of NP could be tracked via this kind of events as, commonly, extensions of the SM imply a branching ratio of 10 −7 . Therefore, they can provide us with a feasible way to look for deviations from the SM. Note that, already, the non-observation of these processes is giving strong bounds on BSM physics.
Among the charged lepton decays two of them, related to the muon and the tau, are of utmost importance. The former because NP could be responsible for the anomaly in the magnetic moment of the muon. Whereas, the latter, because there are huge statistics collected by BABAR [62] and Belle [63] , and also, recently, by the LHCb collaboration [64] .
In the following, we want to study the consequences of our model in this set of decays. In order to derive constraints on the LFV Higgs couplings, we shall use the tau decays τ → µγ, τ → 3µ, and the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.
The expressions for the τ decay widths are [65] ,
These expressions are only valid within the hierarchical approximations m µ m τ m h and η µµ η τ τ . Moreover, the 2-loop contributions are also known and given numerically by,
By virtue of these equations, the following constraints have been obtained [65] ,
the former one using the tau decay τ → µγ while the latter through the other decay mode τ → 3µ. These constraints are computed by assuming that the FC Yukawa couplings are equal to the SM values [65] . In order to be valid for us these results, we need to restrain ourselves to the region α 2 < 0.4 which is consistent with our previous finding. In Fig. 4 , we show how our model satisfies the previous constraints [65] . respectively, which basically tells us how the angle diagonalizing the mass matrix in the 2-3 sector relates to the mass ratio mµ/mτ , θ mµ/mτ and θ mµ/mτ , correspondingly. Our model therefore satisfies all the experimental constraints.
The present situation for the muon anomalous magnetic moment is still unclear as what is originating the observed discrepancy between the theoretical value from the experimental one,
which amounts to 3.3 standard deviations. Nonetheless, the new Fermilab E989 experiment aims to improve the precision by a factor of four reducing the total uncertainty from 540 parts per billion to 140 parts per billion [66] .
From the theoretical viewpoint, the known uncertainty is well controlled and nobody doubts this could be producing the anomaly. It is even more likely that a mistake on the experimental side is being responsible for this or that several ingredients appearing in the theory predictions are not fully understood and possibly correlated [67] [68] [69] . About all, the more desirable and expected explanation to this anomaly is some physics beyond the SM [70] . In this respect, we now calculate the contribution coming from this model. The expression for the anomalous magnetic moment we shall use is [65] ,
In Fig. 5 , we show how the contribution coming from this model does not solve the anomaly. In fact, as already seen in [65] , the requirement that should be met in order to solve the anomaly is given by,
however, this is in conflict with the Cheng-Sher ansatz which implies, |η µτ η τ µ | ≤ 3.1 × 10 −6 , so one needs to soften this restriction 2 .
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D. LFV Higgs decay
We shall present here predictions for the LFV Higgs decay as part of the test of the model using the relation given by Br(h → τ µ) as,
where Br SM (h → τ τ ) = 6.27 × 10 −2 [71] . According to Eq. (53), we must consider the two less suppressed cases, n = 0, 2, for the coupling g hµτ .
Numerical results are shown in Fig. 6 . For that, we consider the particular case (25) and the parameter space 0.1 < λ s , λ 11 , λ 12 , λ s1 , λ s2 < 0.5, 0.45 <λ sa < 0.55, λ 1 = 0.5,λ sc = 0.1,λ sb = 1.5, ω = 0.5 TeV and 124 GeV < M h1 < 126 GeV. Thus, in Fig. 6 we show the branching ratio Br SM (h → µτ ) = 0.84 the experimental data related with NP reported in the literature and also its feasibility of being measured in the near future.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the LFV decays of the Higgs boson, h → i j , which vanish within the SM and are highly suppressed in several theoretical extensions. This signal is relatively simple to reconstruct at future colliders, and therefore, has become an important tool to probe SM extensions where these decays reaches detectable levels.
We have identified a mechanism to induce LFV interactions for the light SM-like Higgs boson, by linking it with the appearance of CP violation in the scalar sector. We have studied this idea first within the context of general multi-Higgs models, supplemented with a complex singlet. This singlet scalar field is employed to provide an effective description of the fermion mass hierarchy, m 3 m 2 m 1 , by incorporating the so called Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) mechanism. Moreover, by assigning it a complex vev, CP is spontaneously violated. We have studied the consequences of such a model in producing lepton flavor violation (LFV) transitions via Yukawa interactions with the Higgs field, which are described by an effective Lagragian that supports the generality of our mechanism.
Then, in order to study Higgs phenomenology we have focused in a minimal model, with an scalar sector consisting only of a Higgs doublet and a (complex) FN singlet. Then the scalar spectrum and the Yukawa interactions of the model were studied thoroughly. For that, we have first studied in all its details the scalar potential formed by all those new contributions coming from the two scalars of the theory. There, we have found through a scanning of the parameter space the following mass hierarchy for the neutral scalar states:
, where the lightest state is identified as the SM-like Higgs. We see that the ratio between the two heavy states decreases proportional to the amount of CP violation generated through the phase ξ appearing in the complex flavon vev. When CP is conserved in the scalar potential the mass spectra gives almost two degenerate masses (125 GeV and 150 GeV) and one state much heavier than these two.
Next, we considered the effective Yukawa Lagrangian. After taking both the fermion and the neutral component of the scalar fields to their corresponding mass eigenstates, we have explicitly written the new couplings with the SM-like Higgs field (the lightest scalar state); from which two kinds are identified: Flavor Conserving (FC) and Flavor
Violating (FV). In order to generalize our study, we took the most generic features of leptonic models using a FN singlet. By virtue of them, we were able to provide, in a simple picture, the correct order of magnitudes for both the FC and FV Yukawa couplings within these models. The Cheng-Sher ansatz was also taken into account and showed to be a condition too strong to solve, in general terms, the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.
Constraints on the parameters of the model are derived from low-energy observables and LHC Higgs data, which is then applied to study the resulting predicted rates for the decay h → τ µ. Overall, branching ratios for h → τ µ of the order 10 −3 are obtained within this approach consistent with all known constraints, which are well below the current bounds from the LHC, i.e. Br(h → µτ ) ≤ 10 −2 .
